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IBIS TELESOPE
MAIN SURVEY INSTRUMENT - CONSISTS OF ISGRI AND PICSIT DETECTORS , VETO SHIELD AND MASK

• 18-300keV

• Coded aperture imager

• 30deg FOV

• 12’ FWHM PSF

• ~1’ positions

• ~20mCrab in 2000s
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A little history …
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Current exposure

Pre-AO16 (up to 2018) - exposure map
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Current exposure

Pre-AO16 (up to 2018) - exposure map, linear scaling 
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Major programmes

Pre-AO16 (up to 2018) - exposure map, linear scaling 

Galactic Bulge Monitoring

GPS

LMC+SMC

3C273
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4U1730-335GRO J1750-57
GX 354-0IGR J17473-2721 IGR J16479-4514

GX 340+0
IGR J16418-4532IGR J17252-3616

GC

OAO 1657-41
4U 1701-407
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Source discovery
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Source discovery
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Current exposure

Pre-AO16 (up to 2018) - exposure map, linear scaling 

CAT1000 
GC - 11000 stacked science windows (scw)

CAT1000 
SMC - 865 stacked science windows (scw)
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What are they?
Indicative of the 
approach, which 
targets persistent all-
sky source and 
transient objects


AGN and CV (isotropic 
populations) 
responsible for half


All the catalogs have 
contained a 
substantial fraction of 
‘?’ new sources

‘CAT4’ Bird+ 2010 … updated for `CAT1000’ 
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HIDDEN IN TIME
THE TRANSIENT 
POPULATIONS
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Hunting transient sources
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A bursticity example

�15

3.4 sigma

58 sigma

SAX J1808.4-3658 (accreting MSP)

x16.7
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IGR$J16418*4532$
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HMXB/SFXT?)
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HIDDEN IN 
ENERGY
THE OBSCURED 
POPULATIONS
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Highly obscured sources

Highly obscured HMXBs seen mostly in spiral arm 
tangents


Emitter is hidden in dense environment surrounding 
the donor star


Early-type supergiants


Typically short (<10d) orbits


High intrinsic NH > 1023

Credit: ESA/S.Chaty
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IGR J16318-4848
First source detected by INTEGRAL 
(29 Jan 2003) 


NS orbiting a sgB[e] star within a 
dense envelope of dust and cold gas


 NH ~ 4x1024, so virtually 
undetectable below 5keV; still the 
record NH.


Persistent, but highly variable 
source. Outbursts (~300mCrab) seen 
on multiples of 80.2d Porb


Non-spherical (disk?) warm and hot 
circumstellar dust components

Walter R. et al.: INTEGRAL discovery of a bright highly obscured galactic X-ray binary source IGR J16318−4848 3

Fig. 2. The EPIC PN, EPIC MOS2 and ISGRI photon spectra of IGR J16318−4848 along with the best fit model and residuals
for CISGRI fixed to 0.67. The fit gave a reduced χ2 of 1.04 for 323 d.o.f. (table 1).

Examination of the residuals of model 1 shows that the
spectral model is systematically flatter than the ISGRI spec-
trum. In addition as the ISGRI spectrum represents the high
state of the source and the EPIC data correspond to a mix of
different levels we would expect CISGRI to be > 0.67, the value
derived using our ISGRI response matrix and the EPIC/ISGRI
inter-calibration obtained on 3C273 (Courvoisier et al. 2003b),
in contrast to the best fit value of 0.43.

Matt & Guainazzi (2003) noted that the spectral slope was
weakly constrained by the EPIC data alone as it correlates with
the absorbing column density.CISGRI correlates with the power-
law index as well. Constraining CISGRI to be > 0.67 gives Γ =
1.9 ± 0.2 and a column density NH = (2.1 ± 0.1) × 1024 cm−2.
The photon index is consistent with that derived from the fit to
the ISGRI spectrum alone. Table 1 gives the best fit parameter
for a model with CISGRI fixed to 0.67 (model 2), the photon
spectrum and the residuals are shown in Fig. 2.

An exponential cutoff power-law continuummodel also fits
the data well providing a χ2 of 328 for 322 d.o.f. with a flat
power-law and a cutoff energy of 15 ± 5 keV. Simultaneous
spectral observations performed below and above 20 keV are
necessary to constraint better the spectral model.

The observed ratio of the intensities of Fe Kβ and Fe Kα
(0.17 ± 0.09) is consistent with the expected value of 0.14
(Kaastra & Mewe 1993). The intensity ratio between Ni Kα
and Fe Kα of 0.05 ± 0.02 is close to the solar abundance ra-
tio of 0.03-0.045 (Molendi et al, 2003). The strength of the Fe

edge at 7.1 keV also corresponds to that expected from a solar
abundance.

The centroids of the Fe Kα and Kβ lines corresponds to Fe
that is ionized between 2 to 6 times (1σ level) (House, 1969)
and to a ionisation parameter Ξ ≈ 0.05 erg cm s−1 that is ex-
pected to be variable across the absorbing matter. The position
of the Fe absorption edge also indicates the presence of Fe that
is ionized less than 2 times. Note that the systematic uncertainty
on the line and edge energies is 10 eV.

In contrast to Matt & Guainazzi (2003), we did not find that
the presence of a Compton shoulder to the Fe Kα line was re-
quired by the data. This could be related to data selection and
reduction. A firm detection of the Compton shoulder should be
confirmed by future observations. The absence of detection of
the Compton shoulder is however consistent with the conclu-
sion of Matt & Guainazzi that the average NH on which fluo-
rescence takes place could be smaller than that on the line of
sight. We consider the flux of the Compton shoulder derived by
Matt and Guainazzi (2003) as an upper limit.

We also did not find evidence for an excess of emission
below 5 keV which could be explained by the steeper contin-
uum derived from the INTEGRAL data when compared with
the use of XMM data alone. Our data do not therefore show ev-
idence for reflection as could be inferred from the low energy
excess. A pure transmission geometry, with in-homogeneously
distributed absorbing mater is sufficient.

EPIC IBIS

Walter+ 2003
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IGR J16318-4848

Iyer & Paul, 2017
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SFXTS
Supergiant Fast X-ray Transients


A largely phenomenological class 


High dynamic range (x1000) 


Short (<hour) flares


Binary orbits from ~4d to ~160d


Accretion onto NS from an 
inhomogeneous supergiant wind


Rapid changes / switches in accretion 
rate

30 day period in SAX J1818.6−1703 3

Figure 2. Epoch folding analysis of the IBIS/ISGRI 18-60 keV lightcurve.

Figure 3. IBIS light curve folded on the 30 day period. The narrow line
is for the whole dataset, while the bold line is the result when the largest
outburst is removed.The arrows refer to the X-ray measurements discussed
in Section 7.

(Figure 2). Fitting the peak yields an estimate of both the period
and its associated error, specifically 30.0 ± 0.1 (1σ) days.

The IBIS light curve folded on the 30 day period (Figure 3)
shows a very significant modulation, and also shows that the source
has a duty cycle of around 4-6 days during each 30 day period.
Simulations performed on data with the same duty cycle verified
that the strong harmonics observed in the Lomb-Scargle analysis
are due to this profile.

In order to ensure that the large outburst at around MJD 52891
was not dominating the overall folded light curve, the analysis was
repeated removing the largest outburst (specifically data for MJDs
52889-52893). Figure 3 also shows the folded IBIS light curve
with the outburst removed, and there is no substantial difference
in shape with or without the large outburst. Indeed, the IBIS light
curve analysed represents some 70 cycles of the ∼30d period, and
should be relatively robust against any such dominance by a single
outburst. Furthermore, the analysis in section 6 shows that SAX
J1818.6−1703 has a high degree of recurrence, indicating that this
folded light curve should be a reasonable representation of the av-
erage outburst.

Figure 4. IBIS 18-60 keV light curves showing the previously unreported
flares at MJDs 53671 and 53851 (flares B and C in Table 1).

5 SEARCH FOR NEW OUTBURSTS

Knowledge of the period and phasing of the known outbursts is of
great benefit when examining the light curves for events of lower
significance. A search was carried out for other outbursts with sim-
ilar characteristics to the known ones in both the IBIS and BAT
light curves. A significance was determined for a 4-day period
around each of the expected outburst times where sufficient data
were available. Table 1 reports detections above 7 sigma in either
instrument, and the corresponding significance in the other instru-
ment lightcurve.

The IBIS 18-60 keV light curves of the newly discovered out-
bursts around MJDs 53671 and 53851 (labelled B and C in Table 1)
are shown in Figure 4.

The period of flaring activity around MJD 53671 is similar to
that observed in other SFXTs, a period of activity of around 2 days
made up of several faster flares lasting a few hours. By contrast, the
outburst detected around MJD 53851 shows a much cleaner struc-
ture, with just two detectable flares. Note that, apart from the differ-
ent intensities of the outbursts (around 50 mCrab and 120 mCrab
respectively) the data quality for the earlier flare is also degraded
because the source is further from the telescope axis.

6 OUTBURST RECURRENCE

While only detections above 7 sigma are reported in Table 1, a num-
ber of other detections in the significance range 3-7 sigma were in-
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SFXTs - a long term strategy

Chapter 5. Orbit diagrams 66

(a) SAXJ1818-1703 (b) IGRJ17354-3255

(c) IGRJ11215-5952 (d) IGRJ16479-4514

Figure 5.3: Orbital diagrams including the phase folded light curves and significance
of outbursts subject to tweaking

5.4.2 Swift

Explain how Swift lightcurves had to be scaled such that they where comparable to

the INTEGRAL lightcurves + some examples to compare to integral outburst detection

above.

5.5 Overall Diagram explanation

All SFXT diagrams with phase folded lightcurves + outbursts and an explanation how

to read them.

Also add outburst duration diagrams here.

Chapter 5. Orbit diagrams 67

(a) SAXJ1818-1703 (b) IGRJ17544-2619

Figure 5.4: Orbital diagrams including the phase folded light curves and significance
of outbursts swift subject to tweaking

5.6 Outburst pattern analysis- accretion?

Explanation of the di↵erent types of outburst pattern analysis. Conclusions about what

that means about accretion mechanisms. Whether there is a magnetic barrier, if out-

bursts occur at roughly the same time apart from each other etc.

5.7 Comparison to Be-stars

Above analysis for a few Be-stars

5.8 Comparison to other X-ray binaries

Above analysis for a few other X-ray binaries

INTEGRAL/IBIS                                          Swift/BAT

Spectral studies, even targeted around periastron, simultaneous with XMM, and 
catching outbursts, have failed to find the ‘smoking gun' of correlated spectral 
change with flux


Can timing studies (and statistical surveys) tell us more - on the circumstellar 
environments?

Goossens+
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CURIOUS?
FIND THEM YOURSELF
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Has INTEGRAL seen my favourite source?

Name Author Focus Band Sources Exposure
2004 Cat1 Bird+ Plane 17-100keV 123 5Ms
2004 GCCat Revnivtsev+ GC 18-60keV 60
2005 Cat2 Bird+ All-sky 17-100keV 203 10Ms
2005 SPIACS1 Rau+ GRBs >80keV 388
2006 HE1 Bazzano+ High energy >100keV
 49 10Ms
2007 4-years Krivonos+ All-sky 17-80keV 403 33Ms
2007 Cat3 Bird+ All-sky 17-100keV 421 40Ms
2008 SPI-4year Bouchet+ All-sky 25-300keV 173 51Ms
2009 JEM-X cat Westergaard+ All-sky 5-15 keV 209
2009 AGNCat Beckmann+ AGN >20keV 199
2010 Cat4 Bird+ All-sky 17-100keV 724 70Ms
2010 7-years Krivonos+ All-sky 17-80keV 521
2012 9-year Krivonos+ Plane 17-80keV 402
2012 SIX Bottacini+ NEP >15keV 113
2012 AGNCat1 Malizia+ AGN 17-100keV 272
2012 OMC1 Alfonso-Garzon+ All-sky Optical 6071
2015 HE2 Krivonos+ High energy >100keV 132
2016 Cat1000 Bird+ All-sky 17-100keV 939 110Ms
2017 AGNCat2 Malizia+ AGN 17-100keV 363

Or check the latest ISDC reference catalog at https://www.isdc.unige.ch/integral/catalog/latest/catalog.html 
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Hints, tips & gotchas
If you’ve never tried analysing INTEGRAL data, have a go! It’s fun…


The instruments have been running for 15+ years, and responses have 
evolved. Spectroscopic low energy threshold is now ~22 keV.


Always remember that you get correlation images - don’t do aperture 
photometry!


Light curves can have resolution down to ms resolution if you’re brave and 
your source is bright.


More realistically, science window (~1500s) light curves are what you’ll use. 
They’ll have big, and probably regular, gaps. Beware of aliasing etc.


If in doubt, make an light curve of the off-axis angle, and repeat your analysis.


Spectra are good, but be aware of 2 different methods for bright and faint 
sources - and making a spectrum for 15 years of data from an evolving 
instrument is tricky.
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Online Data Products
INTEGRAL Science Data Centre - on demand data products


https://www.isdc.unige.ch/heavens/


IBIS survey at Southampton - catalogs and data products


http://www.integral.soton.ac.uk/projects/ibis_survey/IBISsurvey.php


Galactic Plane Scans - images & light curves


http://gpsiasf.iasf-roma.inaf.it   (near real-time during campaigns)


Galactic Bulge Monitoring - images & light curves


http://integral.esac.esa.int/BULGE/   (near real-time during campaigns)
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In the future…?
The job gets bigger, the people get fewer


OSA11 is imminent, will `encourage’ a full re-analysis


Switch to full 4D approach (light curve grid)


Machine learning for


source detection


detection merging


light curve outlier detection


meta-data tagging (quality flags etc)


Incorporating slew survey (GPU-based analysis)


End-of-mission survey products
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History …Brought up to date…

l

b
time
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Thanks to:


The IBIS survey team


The Galactic Plan Scans team


The INTEGRAL Bulge Monitoring team


ISDC


ISOC 

Any questions?
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